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We prevent, control and mitigate the 
effects of water, fire and climate.
www.polygongroup.com

Get started with Spark 
Becoming a Spark customer is not only fast and 
easy, it’s free for the Basic version. Get in touch 
with your Polygon contact to discuss getting started 
and we’ll talk you through our simple three-stage 
implementation process. Of course, we are here at 
every step to provide all the support you need.

Keeping everyone up-to-speed during 
the damage restoration process
When a property is hit by water, fire or flood damage, it’s a worrying time for everyone involved. But those 
levels of concern can be greatly reduced when your knowledge of the restoration process is increased.

Spark is a user-friendly digital communication platform from Polygon that ensures everyone in the chain 
stays updated with live information on the claim and restoration work as it progresses.

User-friendly and accessible via smartphone or PC, Spark provides a remote connection between claim 
stakeholders and the case data and documentation held within Polygon’s systems, which includes real-time 
service updates from on-site restoration technicians.

For property managers 
Spark is used to manage the flow of information to 
end customers, with access parameters set for each 
new case as it is opened. This facilitates a ‘self-service’ 
approach to communication, meaning time spent on 
claims handling can be reduced by as much 50%.

For end-users 
Spark provides easy access to live case information, 
including cost calculations and time estimates, as well 
as issuing notifications on planned visits. This brings 
greater control, understanding and transparency to 
the restoration process, while reducing stress and 
increasing customer satisfaction levels.

Spark: Get more control over the damage 
restoration process

• Case management 
Status overview, case history and document 
access with filter and search functionality

• End-customer portal 
Digital access to information on live cases

• In-platform messaging and help 
Communicate directly with Polygon’s 
technicians

• Analytics (PRO feature) 
Data and statistics on your cases

• Branding options (PRO feature) 
Choice of themes and ability to include logo 

• Calendar and visit scheduling (PRO feature) 
Visibility and management of upcoming visits


